
Field visit and site documentation

Rock Cut Cave in Ammancheri, Vengara

Date: 11/03/2021

Target Group: I Semester Post Graduate students

Archaeological and historical background 

Rock Cut Cave is located at Parambilpadi, Vengara. The  cave has been  made  by  scooping out  a

square  stepped  pit  in  the  rock  approached  by rock  cut  steps. Doorway was also cut  in  the  sides

of  the  pit.  The opening  is   a  small  rectangular, leading  to  the  chamber  through  a passage. The

benche are  of irregular width and runs two sides  except where the entrance is situated. Its central  pillar

is only  an extension of the middle portion of its benches. Monolithic  cots  are  scooped  inside  the

chambers  that  provide  berths  for  the  interred. The  rock  cut  chambers  have  domical  or  flat roofs. 

Specific aims of fieldwork 

Megalithic culture is the major field of research in Kerala and the Megalithic archaeology of the state

is still in the beginning stage. An attempt to investigate the features of rock cut cave and its  historical

significance. 

Supporting data at glance







Pandallur Archaeological Remnants at Manjeri

Date: 25/12/2021

Target Group: IV Semester Post Graduate students

Pandallur is a hamlet  located at Manjeri in Malappuram. Remains of primitive human

settlements are found all over Malabar in the form of rock art, caves, stone tools and

pottery.  These mountains are included in the tribal map of India due to the presence of

the aboriginal tribe of Chola Naikkans. The remnants of such an ancient age were found

in the estate of Nenmeni Christian Church, Panthalloor. 

The  cave  constructed  in  the  laterite  stone  which  slopes  down  from  the  surface.  The

exploration  team of  Dept.  Of  History  has been documented the site  under   the  guidance of

Saravanan R, assistant professor and Dr. Rasheed Kalladi, assistant professor. Salim Padavanna,

Ratheesh Kanjirappatta,  Dr.  Munaveer,  Divya,  Amrita  and Shamna also visited the  cave and

recorded archaeological preliminary information in this site.







Pattanam Archaeological Site

Date: 29/09/2019
Target Group: I & III Semester Post Graduate students

Archaeological and historical background

The  site  for  archaeological  research  at  Pattanam  (10°09.434’N;  76°12.587’E)  covers  about  45

hectares. Site, located on the southwestern  coast of India, were undertaken by the Kerala Council for

Historical Research (KCHR)  Thiruvananthapuram. These efforts unearthed an earl y historic (1 st c BCE

– 5 th c CE)  multi-cultural port site, which is now widely consi dered as an integral part of the ancient

port of Muziris. he most striking material evidence unearthed at Pattanam is the enormous  quantity of

terracotta  objects,  ranging  from  sherds  of  a  variety  of  jars  and  pots  to  roof   tiles  and  bricks.  The

excavations in the northeastern part of the site revealed a wharf and  warehouse structure, a wooden

canoe made of  anjili   in a waterlogged context,  along  with nine bollards of teak. The wharf  was a

platform made of a mixture of laterite, clay  and lime, with an elaborate brick lining where the  reclining

platform touches the water. 

Specific aims of fieldwork

Discussed the material  evidence related to the maritime  exchanges at Pattanam, including a wharf

context and the importance of the site in the  transcontinental interfaces in antiquity. specifically examined

the Indian and non-Indian distinct  pottery of the Pattanam ceramic assemblage. 

Supporting data



Hill Palace Museum

Date: 29/09/2019

Target Group: I & III Semester Post Graduate students

Archaeological and historical background

Hill  Palace is  an archaeological  museum and palace located in  the Tripunithura,  Kochi  The Hill

Palace was acquired by the Department of Archaeology in 1981 and converted it into a museum in 1987.

In the museum, the exhibits are displayed in 18 galleries. Antiques of the Cochin Royal Family such as

furniture,  metal  wares,  paintings,  chariots,  ivory  and wooden objects,  royal  throne made of  silver,  a

number  of  royal  insignias,  gold  &  silver  jewellery  used by  the  royal  family  and porcelain wares  are

exhibited in the galleries. Heritage museum exhibits household utensils,  weapons, tools and artifacts.

Sculptures, coins and inscriptions. Highlight of the museum is the gold crown of the Cochin Maharaja,

studded with precious stones like Emerald, Ruby and Diamond. It was gifted to the Cochin Maharaja by a

the Portuguese Viceroy, Francisco De Almeida. 

Specific aims of fieldwork 

Mainly analyses the  historical  and archaeological  importance of Hill  Palce Museum. Hill  Palace

Museum is  an institution for learning meant for all.  Museum  a vital role in  preserving and interpreting

the objects of material culture of human beings through artifacts helped to the  better understanding of the

progress of human societies.

Supporting data



Urn Burials in Nallur, Feroke

Date: 18/11/2019

Target Group: IV Semester Post Graduate students

Archaeological and historical background 

Nallur  is  located in  Kozhikode,  belongs to North Kerala Division.  State Archaeology Department

conducted sporadic explorations and excavations in Nallur region.  The ecavation yielded a huge urn

burial along with fragments of iron objects, pottery and beads from the site. Materials from sites fully

cover the Iron Age period chronologically. Urn burials were also a part of the Iron Age burial custom.

appear to be indigenous for megalithic period.

Specific aims of field visit 

The studies on the material  culture of  Iron Age monuments and communities revealed its huge

complexity. To give an up-to-date account of general features of a unique cultural phenomenon in Iron

age period.

Supporting data


